
ICS3U: Introduction to Computer Science Sequence Data Types

String Methods
Information About Strings

1. Given a string, determine whether it is composed entirely of letters, entirely of numbers, or neither.
2. In English, a gerund is a noun made by appending -ing to a verb, e.g. “His chewing was too loud.” 

Write a program that asks the user to enter a word, and identifies if the word is a possible gerund.†
3. CapsLock Detector: Have the user enter a string. If all letters in the string are uppercase, ask the 

user (politely) to stop shouting.
4. For an arbitrary number of strings, determine how many begin with a capital letter.
5. For an arbitrary number of strings, determine how many are five-digit positive integers.
6. Variable Name Verification: Write a program that checks if a given string would be an acceptable 

variable name in Python (excluding keywords). Recall that variable names must begin with a letter 
or an underscore, while all following characters must be letters, numbers or underscores.

Transformations On Strings

7. Read a string from the user, then use a loop to obtain five more strings. Determine how many of 
these five strings match the initial one, ignoring case.

8. Generate and display a random integer, then ask the user if they want to generate another. If the 
user types “again” (in any form of case, such as AGAIN or aGaIN), do so. Continue to do this as 
long as the user enters “again”. For any other input, terminate the program.

9. In chemistry, isotopes are variations of a chemical element. Isotopes have the same number of 
protons, but a different number of neutrons. Isotopes are written in the form NAME-NUM, where 
NAME is the element’s name and NUM is its mass number (the total number of protons and 
neutrons). For example, carbon-14 is a variation of carbon that contains 6 protons and 8 neutrons, 
for a mass number of 6+8=14. Write a program that reads the name of an isotope and isolates 
both the element’s name and the mass number.

10. Anagrams (version 1.0): Two words which have exactly the same letters, but are rearrangements, 
are called anagrams. For example, the words “coat” and “taco” are anagrams, as are the words 
“looped” and “poodle” (note that each word contains the same number of o’s). Write a program 
that reads two strings, and uses the replace method to determine if they are anagrams.

11. What’s My Number?: Telephone numbers can be written in a variety of ways. For example, the 
number (905) 274-1271 might also be written 905-274-1271, 9052741271, 905 274 1271, and so 
on. Write a program that does two things: first, it verifies that the phone number contains only 
numbers, spaces, hyphens and brackets; second, it displays a phone number using the North 
American Numbering Plan, (aaa) bbb-cccc, where aaa is the area code, bbb is the central office 
code, and cccc is the subscriber number.


